WORD AND SYMBOL LAYOUT

GENERAL NOTES

1. Words and symbols shall be centered laterally within the lane. The longitudinal dimension shall be parallel to the lane.

2. Longitudinal spacing between successive words and/or symbols on turn lanes shall be in equal units and no greater than 10 times the height of the largest character.

3. Lane lines designed to accommodate a calculated queue shall be rounded up to the nearest 50'.

4. Lane lines designed to accommodate a calculated queue shall be rounded up to the nearest 50'.

5. To complete arrow and "only" layouts for lane lengths greater than 100', the length of line line may be a number of multiples of 50' incremented.

6. The stop line may not be present.

7. For word and symbol details see PM-12.

8. Straight through arrows if required. See the pedestrian marking plans for the appropriate layout.

9. Words, lane lines and symbols shall be thermoplastic (T).

10. Appropriate layout.

See Note No. 8